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INTRORUCTICN
This year's phase of the subject study concentrated heavi]y on com-
pletion of selected projects left aver from the preceding year, including
several publications With their myriad of time-consuming details of pre-
sentation and revision. Nevertheless, two new tasks were initiated of
which one was finished and a report published. Both of these tasks in-
volved the application of previous results in fresh contexts; they are
described below in the section on Results. Also described below is the
progress made in correlation of micropulsation with interplanetary mag-
netic field orientation. Reports are listed separately, of which the
newest are attached as Appendices, following the Recommendations Section.
RE5llLT5
Micropulsations. The relationship between the direction of BSw
and the occurrence of Pc 3, i+ micropulsations required by the postulated
model was demonstrated. The previous Soviet results were tested and found
to be largely verified, with the exception that where the Russians drew a
distinction between Pc 3 and i'c ^, this study found that both bands follow
essentially the same behavior. These findings, including the exception,
are in substantial agreement with those of a recent thesis investigation
6y Gerard hfourry, The first report on this study ' s preliminary results
for one. station and one month ' s data ( Calgary, September 1969) is awaiting
publication by J. Geophys. Res. The report is attached to this report as
Appendix i.
The remaining available data from Calgary for Qctober and November
19b9 were added to the September data to enlarge the data base. The cam--
bi ped data were examined in scatter plot format. The results confirmed the
preliminary. conclusions -From September data alone and emphasized the impor^
Lance of low geomagnetic activity in exposing the correlation of elevated
Pc 3 and Pc ^ amplitudes with law 
eXB 
(i,e., with BSw alignment with the
solar wind}. A report is in preparation.
An improvement in methodology was undertaken in which a computer
program was about 50 percent completed tF^at will aid in statistical analysis
of the interplanetary field samples, eliminateng the need to rely on the
very crude BXg(min) employed so far.
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Shack Structure. One accomplishment in this area was submission,
review, and acceptance by J. Geophys. Res. of a detailed report on the quasi-
parallel bow shock, appended in draft form to the final report of the pre-
ceding year's study. This paper gave the first observational description
of a quasi-parallel structure in a plasma parameter regime which neither
«...
laboratory nor theoretical investigations had explicitly penetrated before.
Meanwhile, a,^ opportunity arose to examine the shock in a very dif-
ferent guise. Virtually at the opposite extreme from the q-parallel strut-
_	 ture is the sharp, narrow shock profile which occurs when the bow shock is
nearly perpendicular. Several examples of extraordinarily thin shock cros--
sings were found in the OGO-^ magnetometer record by F'armisano, which he
interpreted as representing truly perpendicular shocks. On examination of
the upstream field, however, the shocks were found to be quasi--perpendicular,
although only by about 10-20° (i.e.,. On6 ^ 70-$0°}. Also, their unusual
thinness could be interpreted as consistent with the marginal stability cri-
terion applied to wholly different, laminar, cases by Morse and Greenstadt
(1976)• The first of the-two "new" tasks mentioned in the Introduction was
to examine these shocks, using the approximation adopted by Morse and Green-
stadt (197b) to estimate the thicknesses of the thin, nearly perpendicular
bow shocks at supraiaminar Mach numbers. The accompanying figure in Appen-
dix 2 shows the comparison of calculated and experimentally derived shock
thicknesses extended to the range of ) =ormisano's cases. unfortunately, the
apparent harmony of the figure is dependent on the values chosen fora number
of experimental, or experimentally-inferred, parameters used to estimate the
"obaerved" shock thickness (abscissa). The best interpretation and the best
_^_
way of presenting the thin shock cases is still unresolved as this is writ-
ten, so no final result can be cited. If the relationship of the figure
proves acceptable, then a major extension of the margins] stability criterion
will have been achieved.
The second "new" task dealt with. the foreshock. In a follow-up of 	 "°""
an investigation recently published, with input from this study, by i)iodato
et al. {1976), an efifiort was made to develop the simplest implied relations
between waves and particles upstream from the bow shock. In this initial
project, the statistics] results of p iodato et a1. were translated into the
guiding canter energies of return protons as they might appear to a solar
wind particle detector, such as that of AL5EP, looking in the appropriate
direction. A report on the outcome has been published by GRI.. The report
i
is attached as Appendix 3• This result is related to a study of the ALSEP
data begun recently by Benson {Rice) and is also related to the need for
compiling information helpful in guiding the ISEE data analysis. 4Jith this
in mind, a more comprehensive attack was initiated on the relationship be- 9
tween the energy spectrum of particles reflected at the shock and of return
particles as they might be observed at a distant location upstream.-
REPORTS
Reports Published
A statistical study of the upstream wavy boundary outside-the earth's bow
shock, by Diodato, Gr^:enstadt, Moreno, and i =armisanv, J. Geophys.	 `
Res., 81,199, 1976.
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Thickness of magnetic structures associated with the earth's bow shock, by
Morse and Greenstadt, J. Geophys. Res., 131, 1791, 1976.
Energies of backstreaming protons in the foreshock, by Greenstadt, Geophys.
Res. I_ett's., 3, 553, 1976.
Reports in Press
Structure of the quasi--parailei, quasi-laminar bow shock, by Greenstadt,
Russell, Formisano, Hedgecock, Scarf, Neugebauer, and Holzer, J.
Geophys. Res.
Pc 3,^ activity and interplanetary field orientation, by Greenstadt and
Olson, J. Geophys. Res.
RECOMM)"NDATION
The results obtained in this study {Appendix 1), combined with the
earlier ones of Soviet researchers and more recent ones by Webb and Orr
{1976), Nourry (Ph.D. thesis), and Arthur and McPherran {1976) lend weight to
the existence of a PCSO phenomenon ("Continuous Pulsations of Shock Origin,"
see Appendix 1) that spans the Pc 3,4 separation at ^+5 seconds` period and
behaves, under quiet conditions, in a manner consistent with the model of
such a phenomenon proposed by this investigator._ The stage is set therefore
for the refinements and developments needed to proceed to a quantitative ex-
pression of the connection between the IMF and surface activity. Two en--
deavors should head a list of fallow -on efforts.. One is a program of "comb-
ing" through the statistics of space and surface measurements to discover
the mast potent conditions for transfer of PCSO between the solar wind and.
a
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the ground; the second is a focused attempt to find particular cases in which,
througF, multiple observation=, connF•cted events in the solar wind, magnetoW
sheath, outer and surface magnetosphere can be discovered and described.
Study of shack s+-ructure itself has progressed to a point at which
..s.
the macrostructure is moderately well described, if not understood, while
the microstructure requires new, high-resolution measurements for thorough
comprehension. The most fruitful areas of investigation in the near future
seem to be the following:
i
1. Theoretical examination of the quasi-parallel structure, now
that the firehose mechanism has been found to be unlikely in
one case ^Greenstadt et al., 1976);
2. Advance preparation for the refined measurements of ISEE, by
developing estimates of par^aE^eters of particle and field behavio r
in the shock. and foreshack, as in Appendix 3, i.e., prepare to
test present knowledge against pending observatiogs;
3. Comparison of existing theoretica', models against - the highest
resolution observations currently available, to determine .anoma-
loos resistivity, for example, or to compare observed with pre-
dicted acoustic noise levels.
It is recommended that..study.of the solar wind-bow shock--magnetosphere inter-
action from the plasma physics viewpoint be pursued further, with increasing
attention to quantitative estimates and theoretical comparisons along the
lines outlined above.
i.`	 ^
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Pc 3,^ ACTIVITY AN4 INTERPLANETARY
FIELD 4R1I;NTATI4N
ABSTRACT
Examination of Pc 3,^ micropulsatian waveforms recorded at Calgary in
the interval 2--20 September lg6g shows a tendency far signal enhancement to
have occurred when the interp]anetary magnetic field made a small angle @x$
with the sun-earth line. Scatter plats of hourly i'c 3,4 amplitudes show a
definite trend toward large signals whin AXB ^ 54-60° and a corresponding
disappearance of significant amplitudes when BBB ^ 64°, but there was ap-
preciable variability in individual cases. The trend toward the highest
amplitudes when $XB ^ 0° was sharpened under geomagnetically quiet conditions,
Power density spectograms improved the correlation of pulsation strength with
low angle in some cases. The results are interpreted as compatible with en-
hanced probability of Pc 3,^ excitation when quasi-parallel structure pre-
vails at the subsolar point of the bow shock and consistent with previous
SGVIet and Canadian analyses, although certain details of the Russian
results are not supported.
4
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JN7RODUCTIfl^
Successful use of magnetic fluctuations, Including micropulsations of
the earth ' s surface field, as indirect diagnostics of magnetospheric and
solar wind conditions is of capital importance for two reasons: First,
accurate empirical coupling of surface with exospheric and heliospheric 	
^
parameters would open the path to a quantitative theoretical description of
i
the entire magnetospheric transfer function; second, surface diagnostics
would be considerably thriftier than the continuous deployment of satellites
for direct measurements.
The subject of magnetic diagnostics is as old as the inference that
magnetic storms are initiated by corpulscular emissions from the sun and as
new as the inference that magnetic substorms are initiated by southward-
.	
oriented interplanetary magnetic field {IMF).. Recently, attention has been
directed to some remarkable correlations between micropulsation characteris-
tics in the lfl to 15fl-sec period range (Pc 3,4) and solar wind parameters
{7roitskay_a et a]., 197I; GGI^^e1 'mi et al., 1973; Plyasova -Bakunina, 1970
One such correlation is manifested in the preferential appearance of Pc 4
when the interplanetary field vector B Sw points either sunward ar antisun-
ward, 3.e., parallel or antiparallel to the solar , ecliptic X-axis and, con-
verseiy, in the preferential .disappearance of Pc 4 when RSW is in or close
to the solar ecliptic Y-Z plane, i.e., orthogonal to K {Bol^shakova and
Troitskaya, 1968; raour^ and Watanabe 3973}.
At the same time the early versions of this correlation were being
	 1
i
asserted, the foundation for a qualitative model predicting the same co r-
relation was being laid by disclosure of the time-varying, field--dependent
..^
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pulsation (now called quasi -parallel) structure of the earth's bow shock
(Greenstadt et a1., 1971); Greenstadt, 1 9^2a). The resulting mode] postulated
that the time°varying appearance of the daytime micropulsations Pc 3,^ might
be triggered and maintained by the propagation or COnVECtion of large ampli-
tulle, quasi-parallel shock oscillations through the magnetosheath to the mag-
netopause ( Greenstadt, i97zb). The model suggested that alignment of B^^
with the solar wind flaw, hence essentially with X and therefore parallel to
the nominal shc ►ck normal at the subsolar paint, would furnish the most favor-
able circumstance for transferring quasi-parallel oscillations through the
thinnest part of the magnetosheath to the subsolar portion of the magneto-
pause. Daytime micropulsations would thereby be excited an the. magneto-
spheric field lines rooted
	
at auroral latitudes where Pc 3,4 have the
largest amplitudes. Again, the model suggested the converse as well: namely,
that orthogonality of B Sw and X should remove all areas of quasi-parallel
structure to the flanks of the bow shock, producing the least favorable
conditions for transfer of oscillations to the subsolar magnetopause and
therefore leaving Pc 3,4 unstimulated, at least by this postulated mechanism.
The investigation whose initial outcome is reported here was undertaken
to test the model described above and to extend the earlier correlational
studies by introducing spectral analysis of the micropulsation records. Pre-
vious use of power spectral technique for establishing these correlations has
not been published.
Our results so far are positive, b^tpertain to a relatively small
sample and are compromised .by considerable ambiguity. Nevertheless, the
apparently strong positive correlation asserted by other workers justi`ies
careful examination of even a limited data set. After all, the value of a
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diagnostic is. highest when it applies not only to small samples but to individual
cases, and individual cases have been emphasized in earlier studies ( i3ol'shakova
and Troitsisaya, 1968; Nourr.y and Watanab e, 1973). Although this is a continuing
study, we think it valuable nevertheless to pause and convey these preliminary
findings to those concerned with micropuisation . diagnostics. in the following
section we describe the sources of data so far examined, the processes to which
	 ^.
they have been subjected, and the rationale by which examples were selected for
this report. 4Je then display some examples and discuss the outcome at this stage
of the investigation.
DATA 50URCES AND PROCESSES
Sources. The last four months of 1969 offered an interval in which all the
magnetometers of the meridional chain of the University of Alberta were recording
field fluctuations a Substantial fraction of the time, while lunar orbiter
Explorer 35 provided almost continuous coverage of the interplanetary (solar wind}
field S SW , exclusive of the monthly transit of the.moon through the dusk^ta-dawn
magnetosheath and magnetotail and the brief periodic-eclipses of the satellite
by the moon. in total, three subintervals of approximately 18 continuous days
each in September, October and November 1969 were .open to inspection. We report
here on the September 2--20 interval and the data obtained by the Calgary magnetometer
and the NASA/Ames research center . (ARC} magnetometer aboard Explorer 35.-_Data from
the r^ma. ining months are currently under analysis and appear to confirm .the basic..
properties of the September- sample.
Satellite data handling. The NASA7ARC magnetometer and data system characteristics
have been described i^ the literature { Mihaiov et al., 1968}. For- our purpose, the
average of each sequence taken aver 82 seconds containing 13 or 14 vector samples
in the pattern 13,13,14,i3,i3,34,..., was used to compute
rage ^
the angle 0X^ between X and i3 5^ and plotted on camman time scales with various
representations of Pc 3,^ behavior.
Micropulsation data handing. The UniversiCy of Alberta magnetometer stations
are equipped with identical triaxial fluxgate magnetometers and digital re--
cording equipment. The recor:iinga represent. vector samples taken at 1.92-
second intervals. The instruments are described in Samson et al. (1971},
The magnetometer station near Calgary, Alberta is located at 5l °10'N, ll^°
34'4! geographic; $8.^+°N, 302.9°E centered dipole. Local noon is at ]9.67 IIT.
The data were treated first by filtering them into Pc 3 and Pc 4 band
and displaying them as filtered waveforms. The three data axes were labeled
X, Y and Z and represent the magnitudes of the local magnetic north, east
and downward components of the field respectively.
Next, the data were filtered in a broad band and divided in time segments;
power spectra were computed; and digital displays were printed out in sonogram
forma As the data were read from the data tape they were bandpass filtered to
include frequencies between 0.001 Hz and 0.0326 Nz (periods between lODO seconds
and 3l seconds).- The filter operation was accomplished using simple recursive
filters which resulted in a 6-db/octave amplitude decrease outside the above
mentioned frequency band. A subsequent pass through the data was made to
cover the frequency band from 30 seconds to the ^-second Nyquist periaa.
Each line in the resulting digital sonograms represented the spectrum
calculated over a l6-minute and 23.0-second interval.. Each subsequent line
is updated by half of this interval, or 8 minutes and ]l.^ seconds. Thus,
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each line in a sonogram represented a spectrum from an interval which overlapped
the preceding and the following intervals. Every other spectrum was an inde-
pendent spectrum.
Once computed, a spectrum was quantized into lO levels. For all of the
spectra the limits were set at lO sy^/Nz and , lO-1^ 2/^Iz. From the base level,	 ^.,.
each subsequent level was 6 db or a factor of 3.981 times as large as the last.
'f he output sonograms, or spectrograms, appeared in the form of listings on
ordinary printout forms, which were difficult to interpret in terms of patterns
of activity. overlays were therefore made on which Symbols representing the
various power levels were inscribed by hand.
Intrinsic ambiguity. A certain amount of ambiguity is unavoidable in the analysis
.procedure.. First, there is the statistical preference of B $w far the average
45° stream angle in the ecliptic, midway between the aligned (6 XB = 0} and
orthogona3 .(8XB = gO°) cases that are expected to definitively control micro-
pulsation behavior. Incidents of statistically unorthodox field orientations
are therefore required to obtain any clever-cut correlation, so that the majority
of data comparisons are likely to be indeterminate. A second difficulty centeres
on . the relatively frequent: rate at which BsW fluctuates about its average direction,
because the time between changes-can be comparable to the delay between the
change crossing a. given interplanetary observation point and the arrival of
that change at the earth.. if we want to relate changes in micropul5ation
occurrence on the surface to changes in E xB , we mist either (a} know the
correct delay at all times, (b} confine - the investigation to intervals of
^!	 I	 I	 I	 !	 i	 p
isolated change in 
eXi3 
whose postulated consequences, if they exist, would be
easily identifiable, or ( c) work only an a compressed time scale where the
anticipated delays would be insignificant. The first solution, i.e., full
knowledge of all delays, was impossible, so we depended an the other two
(b) and (c). The delay problem is described further in a later section.
DATA P RE5 Ei`1TAT 1 fl^
4laveforms. Figure ] contrasts the only two days of stable, but opposing
conditions in the September period. The daytime intervals of 2 and 19 Sep-
tember are shown on a very compressed time scale, displaying 9 Xg and one
axis of the filtered Pc 4 band only. The 5 ]° line across the eXB panel de-
notes the nominal angle above which the subsolar point of the bow shock is
changed from quasi-parallel to quasi -perpendicular structure. That is, there
should be no oscillatory structure at the vertex of the how shock when flX6 >
5]°. This -angle was derived using pulsation parameters p = 1'.6 (Greenstadt,
1972c; Diodato et al., 1.976)..
An overall contrast in micropul.sation .activity between the two days'
records is evident, and we see considerable variability in wave amplitude on
19 September. 4!e also see what amounted to a cutoff, or at ]east a substan-
tial decrease, in Pc 4 signal at about 222fl even though no extraordinary shift
in 8XB occurred then, and we see an enhancement in i'c 4 at about 2338 even
though 6X^ was higher then than at 222fl. Thus, the gross correlation of DXB
with overall Pc ^ activity for contrasting .days was not suppor . t.ed by a ones
far^one time correlation in the waveform representation, These onsets and
GUtoffs do n ot appear. to have had any connection with. the 51° value of 6Xg.
1 -
	
,,,
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Additional examples showing BXB behavior more typical of the interplane-
tary field are displayed in Figure 2. The six examples each cover the three
hours before and after local noon and present bath filtered Pc 3 and Pc 4
bands. Caps in the ground signal have been introduced to correspond to gaps
in the spacecraft data, since occasional amplitude changes during such gaps
were found to be visually distracting. The examples are .in chronological
order (a) through (f}, and clearly show the midvalue preference and high vari-
ability of BXB.
Every combination from correlation to anticorrelation appears in Figure
-	
2. Correlations, when they occurred, were always visible principally in the
horizontal plane at Calgary, i.^., along the X and/or Y magnetometer axes.
This property is consistent with the linear or high-eliplicity polarizations
of Pc 3,^ (Arthur et a1., 1573; Fuicunishi and Lanzerotti, 1974}. For the
figure wa selected whichever axis showed more activity or the better cor-
relation.
l^iaking allowance visually for possible .
 small time displacements between
among the six panels
satellite .and earth, Figures 2(c} and {f) give the strongest appearancef^of
correlation in both i'c 3 and ^ channels. Certainly the largest signals cor-
respond to the 6XB in the upper half of its panels and vice versa. Changes
in signal amplitude concurred, mare or less, with swings in BXB , but these
were generally too rapid and too extreme to confirm or contradict the
va lidity of the division at S1 ° or any other particular value.
Correlation of Pc 4 with BXB in 2(e) is subtle at best, and Pc 3 and ^
amplitude patterns era net nearly so similar to each other as in (c) and (f).
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[n (b), the Pc 3 and 4 signals are also dissimilar but it was Pc 3 that fol-
lowed the 
OXB pattern in rough outline rather than Pc 4. In fact Pc ^ ampli-
tudes were peaking in hours 21-23 in (b), contrary to the form suggested by
BXB . Also in (b}, the midvalue of @XB (a 4,°) was a suitable candidate for
separating more from less active 1'c 3 signals. dote that in (e) the abso-
]ute amplitudes of Pc 4 were larger than those in (b) although 8 x^ was almost
always less favorable to micropuisations in (e) than in (b), according to
the model.
The entire Pc ^ segment in (d) is indicative of noncorrelation every-
where, and even anticorrelation in some intervals, ulhile there is little, if
any, correlation to be seen in (a) between 6 X^ and either Pc 3 or Pc 4 enhance-
ments. There were some bursts in both channels in (a} which might have been
related to brief excursions of 6 x^ below 3D°, but the general pattern of
micropu]satian amplitudes does not appear to have followed that of the field
angle at all. The right-hand half of the Pc 3 record in (d) might be inter-
preted by an uncritical observer as suggesting correlation of signal ampli-
tude with 9X^ ^ 30°, given a generous time delay from spacecraft to earth,
but the left half was certain]y uncorrelated.
i'aken as a whole, Figure 2 must be regarded as contributing substantial
ambiguity to the attempt to document an association between 
eXii and 1'c 3,4
activity, either through fat
pulsar-ion amplitude.
I	 I	 i	 I	 ^!	 i	 p
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Scatter plots. Figure 3 condenses and summarizes in scatter diagram form
the information contained in the lraw-resolution, band -filtered waveform plots,
such as those of Figures 1 and 2, for the hours 1600-2400 UT in the interval
2--20 September 59 inclusive. The vertical scale represents the maximal peak
to-peak amplitude during each hour of micropulsation data; the horizontal
scale gives the smallest angle reached by $XB during the same hour. Eiours
with less than three-quarters complete recording at either Explorer or
Calgary were omitted. Points representing the PC 3 band are in the three
upper panels, points representing the Pc 4 band are in the three lower panels.
In each graph, histograms have been drawn of the highest and lowest amplitude
recorded i.n every five -degree interval 0-4°, y-g°, etc. Intervals in which no
paints occurred are traversed by dashed lines.
The two leftmost graphs, (a) and (d}, contain ali the data from the
respective micropu]sation channels. , The "cross--flow" geometry, i.e., OXB roughly
from 70° to 90°, correspond s to micropulsation activity essentially at the
noise level of the Calgary instruments. Both channels show a definite in-
crease of the range of recorded amplitude for decreasing B Kg . The. . increase
appears to have been caused by signals of substantial amplitudes up to an
'	 order of magnitude larger than k:ackgr^und, clustered in two separate ranges
of BXB : 20--50° and 0- 10°. The most extreme excursions occurred for the
0-10° cases.
A partial ordering of the data . wa.s obtained by separating hours of na magnetic
activity from hours of even modest geomagnetic storminess. This is seen in
Panels (b),.(c) and (e),(f).
	 Essentially the. entire group of Pc . 3.amplitudes > 2 ,
and Pc 4 amplitudes > 3	 enclosed in the shaded boxes ( less only one point in each
,1
^i
,'	 I	 I	 I
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channel), that fell in the range 9
	
= 24-54° belonged to hours when K > 2-^.
XB	 p —
Thus the groups of high amplitude cases in the 24-54° range disappeared from (b) and
(e) when hours with disturbed field were excluded. The result, in (b) and (e), is
that under quiet conditions _the increase of the amplitude ranges still appears to
have taken place in two stages, but these are defined differently. first, there
was an increased incidence of signals above instrument threshold when 4X6 c 54°,
second, there were very large amplitudes when 4XB ^ i0°. En (b), this trend
survived even the removal of the lane high paint at 3°• Conversely, - for Kp > 2-r
in {c) and (f}, wide ranges,.including high .levels, of . amplitude occurred in a
"bulge" between+ 20 and 50° .(actually, u0-40° if we look at individual points rather
than histograms}, although these cann^^t be represented as increases above threshold
because no large 
dXB 
values were as^^ciated with disturbed cases, where threshold
might have been seen. Large amp^^^^ades alsa occurred between 4 and 14° during
disturbed hours.
The distinct scatter patterns obtained by the separation at Kp = 2°
changed slightly when the criterion af.disturbance was. altered; e.g., when
the separation was made at Kp = 2^- (not shown) instead of K p = 2° , the "quiet"
division for K < 2^- reacquired two points of the 24 -50 ° cluster and a few
p —
points in the 4-10° range, while the."disturbed" division for Kp > 3- lost
substantial population in its 4 -4° maximum. These shifts applied to both
Pc 3 and Pc 4 channels. We obtained the impression that, allowing for
uncertainty in the meaning of individual points and for the inherent
ambiguities discussed earlier, undisturbed intervals tended toward the
"two-stage" pattern .al ready described, and disturbed intervals tended to
consist of a pattern of large amplitudes for the middle 6's and a range of
moderate amplitudes for law 8's, not necessarily including a zero-peak.
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Spacecraft geometry. Our overall interpretation of the results will be set
forth in the Discussion, but we must preface the next few paragraphs of data
presentation by noting that one source of scatter and imprecision in the
plots of Figure 3 could have been poor time caardination. The compressed
time scale of Figures ] and 2 serves to minimize the possib]e uncertainties
in delay from spacecraft to earth. But of many factors that might influence
either a physical correlation of interplanetary field direction with micro-
pulsation activity or the ability to demonstrate such a correlat ian is the.
unavoidable time lapse between a change in 6 XB , which must be measured out-
side the bow shock, and a ( hypothetically} consequent micropulsatian event
on the earth ' s surface. Either phenomenon could occur before the other, with
the delay and the sequence depending on solar wind conditions and on the
location of the interplanetary observation paint.
In the interval discussed here, involving Explorer 3S, the spacecraft°
earth geometry is shown in solar ecliptic projection in Figure 4. Fnur re-
presentative spacecraft-to--earth delays, neglecting magnetospheric transmis-
lion, are labeled in the figure: three corotation delays , far average 45°
stream angle (x-30, zero, -and -30 minutes} and one direct convection delay for
average solar wind velocity (^-l9 minutes}. The figure shawl that ha3f-hour
time displacements, positive or negative, were to be expected during the 20--
day interval being reported, and other field configurations giving almost
arbitrary displacements could easily be imagined. Indeed, since field di--
rectian and its variation are at the very care of this investigation, varying
geometry and varying delays were doubtless implicit in the data profiles.
.^.
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Moreover, the longer delays, say 24 minutes or mare, tended to be of the same
timescale as the longevity of typical interplanetary field configurations
themselves. It was therefore necessary to be highly selective in examining
data with greater time resolution, but it was desirable to do so because this
was the approach employed by earlier` investigators.
High resolution waveforms. Ta examine the $XB-Pc relationship on an expanded
time scale, we selected the two days, 7,$ September, bracketing tE^e time of
zero nominal corotation delay indicated in Figure ^. We reasoned that the
relative positions of Explorer 35 and earth should have restricted the delay
to no more than ^ tl5 minutes for that geometry. The data surrounding local
noon on 7 and $ September are shown in Figure 5. Here, bandpass filtered
data from all three axes of the surface magnetometer were plotted far com-
pleteness.
In Figure S(a), the field rotated from unfavorable to favorable angles
during the four-hour interval depicted, but there does not appear to have
been any corresponding increase in micropulsation activity. Indeed, the
amplitude of Pc ^# noise Was lower after 2424 than before, although the most
favorable field directions indicated by the earlier figures we re .first es-
tablished at that time. There was obviously no clear cutoff of signals in
Figure 5 (a) when BKg ^ 51 °,
Figure 5(b) shows that the field direction was never }particularly favor-
_.	 able to Pc ^ during the midday interval of $ September, but bursts of ascil-
lations of amplitude larger.. than any recorded on the previous day [Figure
5(a}] were detected anyway. There is a mild suggestion in Figure ^` ' ^^ that
the bursts of micropulsations occurred when 8XB dropped to about the 5p°
level. ^fonetiieless, oscillations in the X
- component at Calgary were clearly
present around 1$^+Q-1915 when 8Xg was in the range 70--90°, and it is unclear
whether the 8 September case should be viewed moa t as example or counter-
examp]e of the reiatianship whose validation is the object of this study.
Spectrograms. A second source of uncertainty in individual cases and scatter
in statistical summaries could have been varying spectral can tent of the mi-
cropuis^^ion signals. The maximum amplitude of signal enhancement during an
hour of the very compressed time scale we used to construct the p3ots of
Figure 3 could have been produced by micrapulsatian wavetrains anywhere in
the Pc 3 or Pc 4 bands. However, the main property of Pc waves that his al-
ways excited attention is their often, almost monochromatic, or at ]east band-
limited appearance. Since natural noise declines in amplitude, and power, with
frequency ( Santirocco and Parker, 1963; ,lacabs, 1978), i.e., P ^ f -0G , one
excursion of 6 Xg to 0° could have been associated with a wavetrain of narrow
frequency content at the low end of the Pc 4 band while a similar excursion
in another hour could have been associated with a wavetrain of lesser ampli-
tude at the high end of the Pc 4 band. i3oth events could have been "cor-
related" yep appear far apart in amplitude an a scatter plot. Furthermore,
short-lived pulsation events (bursts) could have distorted the amplitude
statistics since they . might not have represented the overall state of micro-
.	 pulsation activity during the interval in which they fell. To overcome these
r
;^
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sources of difficulty and introduce more objectivity into the analysis that
has tended to rest on visual assessment of micropuisation activity, we intro-
duced the use of spectrograms. The spectrogram format displays the general
features of pulsation activity throughout an interval without restricting
the display to a particular frequency band in searching far correlations.
Also, the effects of spikes or short-lived pulsations are minimized, so the
spectrogram format emphasizes persistent features of the micropuisation
train,
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Figure 6 contrasts the two "favorable" and "unfavorable" days whose
waveforms were shown in Figure 1. The format of each remaining spectral
figure consists of an upper panel showing 6 Xg , with the ang]e increasing to-
ward the bottom, and a lower panel showing Pc 3-4 spectrograms, with period
increasing toward the bottom. the intervals illustrated cover data acquired
during local daytime at Calgary. A brea^C in the surface data in Figure 6{a)
is used to display the symbols employed to represent different levels of
spectral power at any given point of the t ,7 coordinate system, where t is
time and 7 signifies pulsation period.
Figure 5{a) shows that during the daytime pass of 2 September 69 at
Calgary, when the interplanetary field was rarely less than 50 °, and usually
more than ' '0° from the sun-earth line, micrapulsation activity was never
above 6.3 y 2/Hz for any period, was usually below 1.6 y z/Hz, and was often
less than .^ y 2/Hz. Figure 6(b), on the other hand, shows that on 19 September,
when i3SW was rarely mare than 30°, and usually lass than 20 ° from the sun-
earth line, micropulsatian activity was commonly above 6.3 Y^/Hz, often
above 2^ yzJHz, and occasionally above I00 y z/Hz in the Pc 4 band. More
often than not the power density was above 1.6 y 2IHz throughout the Pc 3-^
range.
Figure 6 certainly suggests grass correlations between low. $XB and
elevated Pc 3-^ power or, conversely, between high B XB and depressed Pc 3-^	
.i
power. This suggestion is reinforced by the data of Figure 7, where during
the most favorable local prenoon observing hours on lI September, OXi3
gradually shifted from the 10-^0° range to the 60-90 ° range, accompanied by
a decline in average spectral density of Pc ^.
i	 I	 I	 !	 P
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it can be seen that there are a few horizontal strings of symbols in
Figures 6 or 7 that could represent narrawband ar nearly monochromatic pul^
sation signa]s persisting for long intervals, so that when the noise level
increased it certainly did not always fill the entire Pc 3 or Pc ^+ range at
any fixed value. The highest amplitude signals were often grouped into
	 w„
period intervals appreciably narrower than the full r;icropulsation bands.
Moreover, the maximal power density occurred at different periods at different
times. This "clumping" property visible in the spectra bears directly on the
interpretation of whether or not field direction and pulsation activity cor-
relate in specific cases. Thus the visual impress 'son made by a single set of
^Eata, and the interpretation derived therefrom, can depend heavily on whether
waveforms or spectrograms are examined.
Two examples in which spectra give more positive results than waveform
inspection are shown in Figure 8. The Pc 4 waveforms in the portion of 8(a)
from 18DD to 22DD were shown in detail in Figure 5(a) and described as es-
sentialiy ambiguous with regard to the correlation with ,angle. 	 In 8(a),
however, there is an indication that the pattern of increased pulsation
activity followed the trends of gXB 
toward D°, with the exception of the sud-
den decline in Fc 4 power at 21DD. in so interpreting the spectral pattern,
it is necessary to take into account all enhancements of the spectral density
regardless of period, which clearly varied from event to event. There does
appear to have been a de-lay of about 20 minutes from spacecraft to earth in
$(a) despite the selection of 7 September as a day of potentially zero delay.	
I
This example therefore illustrates the ubiquity of unknown time shifts as a
source of inherent ambiguity in this type of study.
I
..	
_	
^,^_T.-.	 _.- __^
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Figure 8(b} is the spectral version of the waveform example of Figure
2{d), which was described earlier as showing a substantially uncorrelated
or anticarrelated result in the i'c ^ channel. This view is not sustained
by examination of 8(b), where Pc ^ activity appears to have been strongly
correlated with decreases in 6XB provided only that we do not require all
bursts of activity to occur at the same period. For example, the sudden
sati ng of 6XB 
close to 90° (above 51°?} at about 181 was accompanied by a
cutoff of broad Pc 3 and 4 activity, but the return of 6 XB to middle values
was accompanied by the enlargement of Pc 4 noise only close to the 3ong-
periou edge of the band.
Figure 8(b) also illustrates an im,^ortant properly of the pulsation
activity revealed by the spectra generaiiy; as a rule, strong Pc 3 activity,
say above the b.3 y^/Nz level, appeared as an extension of stronger activity of
longer period in the Ac 4 band wi^ich seemed to '`spill over" into the Pc 3
range. Thus, we found little or no indication of any separate Pc 3,4 pheno-
mena. There appeared to be a single band from ^' = 20 to 150 seconds whose
power spectrum consisted either of one or more band-limited maxima or a
decline with frequency that rase and fell as a whole from one time to another,
In sum, the spectrograms tended to increase confidence in the 'sndi-
cations of positive correlation by demonstrating the disadvantage of treating
the Pc 3,G bands either as separate or uniform units. Unfortunately, we have
'^
,'!
net, at the time of writing, succeeded in devising a means of condensing the
three-dimensional information content of the spectrograms (nine-dimensional,
if all three axes era to be studied) -into a satisfactory format in which the
whole body of data can be compared at a glance. We did determine that the, 	 i
straightforward preparation of the scatter plats of figure 3 probably give	 ^,,, 
i
a more reliable synopses of Pc 3;4 properties than an attempt to interpret,
or, seeic 'events" in. expanded waveforms such as those in Figure S, could
have done.
i
'7
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5l1MMARY OF RESl7b7S
The waveform data, as displayed in the accompanying figures, fell short of
providing clear proof for a one-for-one correlation of low 8X0 with high Pc 3 or
4 incidence an an event-by--event basis. however, the scatter plots derived from
hourly data plotted on a highly condensed time scale supported the existence of
a trend compatible with a positive correlation. We interpret the plots of Figure 3
to indicate that the
probability of occurrence of both Pc 3 and Pc ^ events of appreciable am-
plitude was much higher when @Xi3 was close to 0° than at any other 
orienta-
tion and significantly higher for 9xs ^ 60° than for 60° 
^ @XB ^ 90°. ^'he
wide scatter amplitudes for @Xg ^ 50-60° and the failure of strong correlati on
to appear in individual cases suggests that factors other than 8 Xa (including
methodological ones) played an important role in determining micropulsation
amplitudes at any given time. The trends of declining Pc 3,4 amplitudes
with increasing BXB ware clarified under undisturbed geomagnetic conditions,
mainly by reduction of scatter for middle values of @ XS . The scatter plots
and spectrograms of the micrapulsation records indicated that the division
between Pc 3 and Pc ^ bands at T ^ ^^ seconds was unimportant to this study.
The spectograms were mare favorable to correlation in individual cases than
the waveforms, pravi-dad signal enhancements were given equal weight visually,
independent of their periods.
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Scatter. Two sources of scatter in the hourly summary plots of Figure 3,
namely unknown satellite-earth delays and inconstant periodicities of band-
limited wavetrains, have already been discussed and shown to have been plau-
sible contributors to the wide ranges of Pc amplitudes associated with angles
below $XB	 6^°. These factors do not exhaust the possibilities, however.
A few others are
1. Dwell time, The hourly BXB(M!N) values used here represented any-
thing from 1-point transients to stabilized field orientations. There could
be a minimal dwe]1 requirement on B xB to produce elevated signal amplitudes.
Also, low transient values of 
eXB 
may accompany fluctuating fields that have a
compounding effect on the generation of micropuisations.
2. Longitude. All lava] daylight times before and after noon were
combined. But magnetospheric transmission of, or resonant response to,
micropulsation signa]S cou]d be sufficiently dependent on local time to in-
traduce serious uncertainties in undifferentiated compilations. Perhaps mid-
day hours should be treated separately.
3. Variable delays. Minute-tU-minute, inconstant transport times of
changes in BXB from the upstream observation point to the magnetopause would
enormously complicate any effort to compare events an a one-for-one basis.
This difficulty would increase with Satellite distance, and wduld be overcame
by either a large statistical samp]e and/or use of data from a satellite much
closer to the magnetopause than Explorer 35•
^. 5poradic validity. Plasma, i.e., solar wind, parameters are highly
variable, particularly in the magnetosheath, and we consider it plausible
.^.,.
rem+ 9
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that correlation between 
eX6 
and Pc occurrence may be precluded or permitted
under special intermittent circumstances involving the physical conditions for
transfer of signals across the magnetopause (Gokhberg et al., 1971; Wolfe and
Kauffman, 1975) or the superposition by the magnetosheath of its awn noise
spectrum caused by local instabilities.
$. Variable sources. There may be wholly separate mechanisms for generation
of signals in the Pc 3-^+ frequency range, as many workers believe, so that only a
portion of the enhanced amplitudes observed were attributab]e to processes outside
the magnetopause.
6. Ringing. Persistence of oscillations in the magnetosphere after the
initial excitation at the magnetopause could have produced some of the scatter
in Figure 3, falsely imputing high amplitudes to midvalues of 4XB and perhaps
exaggerating the apparent step at ^0-60°.
Ail of the causes of imperfect correlation listed above can be overcome
by statistical analysis of suitably-defined subsets of observations if the
number of points in each subset is large enough. Further study will, it is
hoped, proceed from an enlarged sample population.
Associated results. Several IMF--reiated properties of Pc 3,^+ pulsations derived
by earlier researchers have been automatically tested in this study. it has
been asserted, for example, that Pc 4 occurrences are correlated with low field
Longitude, therefore with eX6 ^ 0°, but that Pc 3 occurrences are better correlated
with the most common stream angle, i.e., field Iongitude x 45° ( iiol'shakova and
Traitskaya, 1968). This result has received some theoretical support in a report
by Kovner et al. ([97b}. The trend of Figure 3(b), however, is much the same,
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though-less pronounced, as that of ale}, so the Pc 3 band appeared to share the
.same preference for law 6X$ as the Pc 4 band. The enhanced Pc 3 amplitudes of
3(c} between 20 and 40° could have been associated with the stream angle, but
they seemed tt^ form a separate group, and the Pc ^+ data exhibited identical
behavior for high ^p in 3^f). The present .
.a.^.
i
data therefore da not support the differentiation o^F Pc 3 and 4 found by
Sol'shakova and Troitskaya, and we are inclined to the tentative view that
studies of this nature are very easily influenced by mixed phenomena.
A pair of related Soviet findings are that the Neriod of micropulsations
in the Pc 3°4 range are inversely related to 1-^oth Kp (Jacobs, -1970, Figure
2.11) and interplanetary field magnitude S ('^ roitskaya et al., 1971). ^'he
Kp relationship contains a great deal of scatter, but an the average, yields
divisions at Kp = 2 and 5; i.e., if Kp < 2, Pc ^ are stimulated, if 2 < Kp <
5, Pc 3 appear, and if Kp ^ 5, the period of pulsations show no further Kp
-dependence. Figure 3 does not support this relationship, for if it were
correct, there would have been no Pc 3 signals when K p < 2 Figure 3{b)], and
no trend above threshold should have been apparent. Sy the same reasoning,
the re . should have been little or no evidence of Pc ^+ activity when Kp > 2,
as Sn 3(f), but the amplitudes were not only appreciable but showed the same
underlying trend toward large signals near QXB = 0°. We cannot deny the
_	 published Kp
 relationship which, although diffuse, was apparent. We believe
rather ,
 that other factors, perhaps related in turn to Kp , were dominant.
One such factor, the field strength B, tends to be above average when
Kp is elevated, and, as noted, gave a much sharper correlation with micro-
pulsation period. in fact, the expression T{sec} = 160 /B {y} fits the data-
rather well { Gul'yel^mi et al., 1973). We have used this expression to
isolate those hours when S should have determined that Pc ^+ would be present,
i.e., when S ^ 3.5	 with i:he resu]t shown in Figure 9. the by now familiar
trend is evident, but there is still scatter, and the number of observations
..,.^ __
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has been so reduced as to make further discussion pointless at this stage.
Moreover, a recent analysis by Russell and Fleming 11976) indicates that a
correction of the B -relation may be needed. Since B's < 3.5Y were rare in
the sample, mast of the data should have involved the Pc 3 channel, and the
analogous plot to Figure g, not shown, was essentially similar to Figure
3(a). We note that the trend in Pc 4 behavior with BXB was apparent with-
out Figure 9, and we doubt that taking B into account is essential to the
relationship we are now investigating, although it may help to organize the
data as the study progresses to larger samples.
The trend and the model. Subject to the qualifications already discussed
regarding lack of Pc 3,4 distinction, the results appear to confirm as a
general tendency the	 co rrelation of Pc events with ]ow
$XB demonstrated by others, as cited. We do prefer to emphasize the proba-
bility of signals above threshold rather than individual events, or
actual amplitudes, at least until all the contributing factors are disen-
tangled.
gut what of the models There i . s no conclusive direct proof here that
the model of shock structural origin has been validated. _ an the other hand,
there is no property oi:
 the data presented that is incompatible .with the
model., while two characteristics can be interpreted as highly encouraging...
First, the unity of behavior of the signa]s whose periods disregard the Pc 3,.
4 separation at T = ^^ sec is what we would expect from a phenomenon depen-
dent on the broad spectrum of noise in the magnetosheath ( SiSCOe et al.,
1967; Fairfield and Ness, 1970) which has na such separation, but which
does display distinguishab ] e narrowband waves around the local, dopp]er-
^^
shifted cyclotron frequency (see (airfield and Behannon, 1976; Greenstadt et
al., 1976). Remember that the ion cyclotron period follows a T ^ B -1 de
pendence. Actually, for protons Tc = (160^^)/2.4^; the factor 2. 4^t may re-
present an average correction of T c
 far the magnetosheath rather than the
solar wind, i.e., Tc = 2.4^F (Tcs^!). Alternatively, the analysis by Kavner et
al. (1976) gives the theoretical result T = 2.5 Tc
 for Doppler-shifted upstream
waves in the solar wind itself, and these waves may find their way to the
magnetopause directly.
Second, the. apparent tendency for the probability of micropulsation
noise enhancement to rise abruptly when OXB ^ ZO -60° or, conversely, for
the noise to be cut off sharply when 6 XR ? 60°, is compatible with a pra-
petty of the bow shock so specialized as to disparage coincidence. , The
angles 6XR < 51°.define just those orientations of B for which the subsolar
paint of the how shock is in the quasi-parallel regime if the value p = 1.6
is used to compute the angle of structural changeover ( Greenstadt; i974),
and p = 1.6 is just the appropriate value to use at the subsolar point
( Diodato et ai., i976). Indeed, the largest 6X6(Mlhi) for which an amplitude
significantly above threshaid was recorded for both Pc 3 and Pc ^# under
quiet conditions was 5I° C^igures 3(h) and (e)].
zero-degree enhancement. If the property discussed in the preceding para-
graph is tea], that is if micropulsations of tens of seconds period are
excited at all angles far which quasi-parallel structure is established at
the subso]ar point of the bow shock, then the question arises of why the
excitation should be radically enhanced when the fie3d is aligned within
about 5° of the X-axis. We do not have any physical explanation for this
effect ai: present, but we can point out that geometrically 5° is about the
angle at .which the entire bow shack. assumes quasi -parallel structure. .This
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condition is evidently extremely favorable to the transfer of waves to, and
through ,_the magnetopause, if the shock is truly their source. However, it
appears that disturbed magnetospheric conditions [ Figures 3(c}, (f}^ may
also favor enhanced excitation, perhaps for a different reason. peeper
understanding of these phenomena will require theoretical study as well as
further data analysis.
Final remark. if further investigation substantiates the relationships
described here, shock pulsation structure will provide a plausible source
for the excitation of waves at the ;oagnetosphere that are detected as Pc 3^
^ micropulsations on the daylight side of the earth's surface. We think it
not premature to express the hope that far at least one type of medium-
period micropulsations we will soon be able to replace the heuristic desig-
nations Pc 3, i+ and their arbitrary separation at T = #5 sec with a physically-
based designation such as PCSO, "Continuous Pulsations of Shock Origin,"
spanning the minimal period range from 20 to 150 sec.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1.
	 Comparison of AXB and Pc ^+ X-axis waveforms for (a) a day of con-
sistently high 6Xfl and (b) a day of consistently low 6Kg.
Figure 2,
	 Comparison of AxA and Pc 3 and Pc ^ waveforms far six hours cen- 	 {
feted on local noon on six days representing various degrees of	 "" I
correlation. Dates and selected magnetometer axes are indicated 	 ^
at the bottoms of the respective panels,
Figure 3.	 Scatter plots of hourly Pc 3 and Pc 4 peak-to-peak amplitudes vs
hourly minimal BXA . Left, all data; center, undisturbed hours;
right, disturbed hours. Maxima and minima in each 5° range marked
by histograms.
Figure ^.	 Positions of the moon, around which Explorer 3^ orbits, relative
to the magnetosphere in the sala^ ecliptic XY plane during the
interval for which spectral data were examined. Numbers along
the outside of the Explorer 35 circle denote flfl00 ll7 of the cor-
responding dates, from 2 to 20 September 3969. The diagonal
lines mark the dates and positions of Explorer 35 at the appraxi-
mate extremes of nominal eorotation delay times from the space-
craft to the earth. The marked delays are for spacecraft time
minus earth time. The -h]9 min notation signifies a maximal,
nominal convection de]ay that could have applied on 12 September.
All distances are in earth radii ^R^).
Figure 5.
	 High resolution comparison of 8 X$ and Pc ^ activity surrounding
local noon on days of approximately zero nominal co rotation delay.
^a) 7 September, fib) 8 September 1969.
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Figure 6.	 Comparison of 6XG (upper ^^anels) and Pc 3 -^ power spectra] density
(lower panels} for the same two days of consistently high &^$ (a)
and law 
eXB (b) as in Figure 1. Power level is computed for 32-
minute segments with 50 percent overlap and is indicated by the
symbols defined in Figure {a}.
Figure 7.
	
Comparison of 0X6 and Pc 3 -^ power spectral density during a pre-
noon interval when 9XS shifted from low to high levels. Symbols
have the same meanings as in Figure 6.
Figure 8.	 Comparison of 8XS and Pc 3-4 power spectral density far two days
in which the wavef^^rm correlation was shown to have been poor.
(a) 7 September, high-resolution waveform in Figure S(a};
(b) i7 5eptember, compressed timescale waveform in Figure 2(d).
Figure 9.	 Scatter p]ot^of Pc 4 bar:d hourly amplitude vs 
eX6(MIN) for those
hours in which micropuisat'ion activity should have been in the
Pc ^ channel according to the Soviet formula T = 160/6.
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COtVTRIB[7TIt]N Ta A REPOftT: "THE THI^i
BaW SHOCKS Ofi 2^ MARCH 1969"
This. document is part of a contribution to the -Follow-on to an
initial draft manuscript entitled "Possible Identification of a Per-
	 ,,^.
Pendicular Bow ShocEc." The authors ara V. 1 =ormisano, C. T. Russell,
J. Means, E. W. Greenstadt, F. 1... Scarf, and M. ^leugebauer.
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APPENDIX 2
`CHi; TH I N BOW SFfOCKS OF 2^+ MARCii 69
l= ive shacks were observed which ware thin by crude visual standards,
for they ail displayed their principal magnetic ramps in less than a dozen,
and as few as one or two points at OGO's eight kilobit rate, i.e., in .1^
to l.7 seconds at .1^^ seconds/sample. Since the several crossings occurred
in a half-hour interval, the bow shock was certainly not stationary, but
if we choose what we may call the "traditional nominal" shock velocity of
i0 km/sec, often used when no better information is available, we obtain
ramp thicknesses L s between 1.4 and i7 km. The shortest applicable value
of c/wpi based on Solar wind data during the observation interval was about
40 km, so the thickest observed ramp would have been less than half this
customary unit of measure for quasi-perpendicular, oblique shacks. More
persuasive still, is the argument that a high shack velocity (relative to
the spacecraft} of 200 km/sec applied to the shortest recorded ramp time
of .1 1r^t sec would give L s = 29 km, still less than the shortest estimated
c/wpi , Superficially, then, at least some of the bow shocks of 24 March
appear to have been "thin" in the sense that L s < c/c^pi , the expected mea-
sure of oblique shocks.
it has recently been proposed that a marginal stability criterion for
ion acoustic waves can be applied to the bow shock to provide values of Ls
independent of c /wpi {Morse and Greenstadt, i^^6). Values L s < c/wpi would
occur ire a straightforward way in a suitable upstream combination of N, qB,
and ', e/T i . While the adopted theory had been developed strictly for perpen-
dicular shocks, it seemed to work well for several thick, laminar shock ob-
w
servations even when Bn B
 was as little as ^i0°. Th` same criterion can be
Page 2
applied here in an attempt to arrive at some estimates of L s , because the
angle 8nb ^ 7d° is reasonably favorable to the perpendicular approximation
and the magnetic ramps are strongly indicative of a single dominant current
layers.
A convenient summary version, in hybrid units, of the formula used is:
Ak3x
 (Y)
where QBx
 is the difference between the ramp-tap and rasp-bottom field com-
ponent in the shocEc plane, and function f (T e/T i ) is obtained from a nu-
merically computed curve of marginal ion acoustic s^.ability ( Fried and Gould,
i96i). The appropriate curve segment and the original expression in mks
units will be found in the paper of Morse and Greenstadt (1976). Far com-
parison, a set of "observed" thicknesses was estimated from a strictly
empirical model of the shock's motion that could have producer! the ob-
served pattern of crossings in half an hour.
The thicknesses L s calculated for the first shacks are plotted in
the accompanying figure superposed on Figure 3 from the paper of Morse and
Greenstadt (1976). The straight line represents the condition that the
calculated and observed shock thicknesses agree, and the five unlabeled
data flags show the results of the earlier study. Soth the ranges (shaded}
and the midvalues (flags} are presented in the figure.
ti
If the tentative results in the figure arE not radically revised,
stable ion acoustic wave generation in the shock ramp will lead to esti-
mates of "short" thicknesses that are compatible with whatever simple tests
we are able to make of them, including a comparison with observed thick-
nesses derived from a first order model of the shack's motion during the
data interval.
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Abstract. A predicted pattern o€ energy vs
detector location in the cislunar region is dis-
played for proton guiding-centers traveling up-
stream away from the quasi-parallel haw shock.
The pattern is implied by upstream wave boundary
properties deduced by Diodato et al. (1976).
In the solar ecliptic, protons are estimated to
have a minimum of 1.1 times the solar wind bulk
energy ESW when the wave boundary is in the early
morning sector and a maximum of 8.2 ESW when the
boundary is near the predawn flank.
lntraduction
At least some part of the cislunar solar wind
region outside the earth's bow shock is continu-
ously populated by particles and waves of shock
or magnetospheric origin. The varying precursor
region, or foreshock, is divided info several
subregions, not all geometrically distinct, which
are defined by differing particle species and
wavemodes. One such subregion is characterized
by the presence of backstreaming (hereinafter
called "return") protons of energy a few times
the solar wind hulk flaw energy and lvnc-period,
say i0 to 60-second, magnetic waves of :amplitude
about one-quarter of the magnitude of tfie up-
stream field BSW. The return protons are thought
to produce the waves [ Fairft^eid, 1969; Greenstadt
et al., 1970; Barnes, ^I97D; Fredricks, 1975 .
A correlation between the occurrence of beams
of return pro tans of specific energy and the ap-
pearance of song period upstream waves has not
yet been established experimentally by direct ab--
servation of both phenomena simultaneously. Nor
is such a correlation likely in the immediate
future. Statistical study of return particle pro-
perties does seem quickly attainable, however,
and one test of both of the particle wave rela-
tionship and qf a recent result of Diodato et al.
(1976) relaCing a wave boundary parameter to the
location of the particle source at the shock
would be to collect observations of return proton
energies throughout the upstream region for many
foreshock configurations. This note presents a
first-order examination of the way in which the
geometry of the foreshock wave boundary of
Diodato et al. can be translated into a geometry
of return proton energies.
idealized Example
Detection Geometry. Abeam of reflected bulk-
velacity protons spirals away from the shock with
guiding-center velocity components V^^ parallel to
BSW and drift Ud perpendicular to 8 W according
to the solution of dU/dt 	 (SZc/BSW)^"USWXBSW`^'
Copyright .1976 by tl:e American Geophysical-Limon.
UXBSW) where SZc is the proton cyclotron frequency
^5pitzer, 1962; Alfve_n an_d Falthammer, 1963;
Benscn et a_1., 19757. A detector suitably orient-
ed to accept the spiraling beam at its proper
pitch angle in relation to the guiding center path
will then see particles at same resulting energy
Er
 corresponding to net resultant velocity Ur.
In this report, only the simplest case of gyra-
tlonless ;rarticles is considered, so Ur and Er
represenk ^us,t the guiding center resultant. The
possibility''that gyration^ess particles cannot
produce waves and are therefore unrelated to those
that do produce the foreshock boundary is recog-
nized, but we pass over this delicacy fu g the
moment on the assumption that groun^ of return
protons leave the shack together with a variety
of pitch angles and we merely look selectively
along the guiding-center path.
It has become customary to treat foreshoc!< par-
ticles and waves as if the resul-taut guidi.itig cen-
ter velocity in the shock frame, `in the plane of
BSW and VSW , were the vector sum of Ug W and an
apparent velocity along BSW [Asbridge et al.,
1968; Fairfield, 1969), as shown in Figure 1.
From this viewpoint, the speed along B SW is writ-
ten as a multiple pU SW of the solar wind speed,
and the upstream, or sunward, boundary of the
"proton-wave" foreshock is apparently well deter-
mined wiChin contemporary ex perimental accuracy
by a line tangent to the nominal bow shock crass
section in the plane of X and Bg W and at an angle
to the solar ecliptic (SE) X-axis qf 6 X = arctan
[p sin 6 X6/(p cos 6 —1)1 [ Greenstadt, 1F971+;
Diodato et al., 19761. In this expression, 6X6
7ETECTOF
YS..^ZY^
	
cvs E%6^^SW
eouimanr
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Fig. 1. Geometry of return proton detection.
Particle guiding-Centers in the plane of VSW
(i.e., X) and B SW advance along 8SW at speed V^I
while d^sfting'perpendicular to BSW at speed Vd,
but resulting velocity Ur is tr;ited as if Vr
PU SW^SW/$Sl•! ^' SSW•
1
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is the angle between X and Bs W , and X and Vsw
have been taken Co be colinear. Investigation
has shown that p averages about 2.Q overall for
the daylight portion of the shock, but appears
from rough statistics to vary with the location
of the tangent point, being about l.b in the sub-
salar region and rising a^ove 2.t7 toward the dawn
and dusk flanks ( piodato et al., op tit]. In the
estimates which follow, BSW has been assumed in
the ecliptic.
First-Order Pattern. In Figure 2 the five seg-
ments of the dayside bow shock corresponding to
the finest division described by piodato et al.
are shown symmetrically with respect to the solar
ecliptic (s E} X-axis in an ecliptic-plane cross
section. Connected to the nominal shock at each
segmenC is an arc into which return protons would
radiate outward from the shack with the apparent
velocity component pVSw along ssw for the depicted
range of 8;;;, directions. Protons are indicated in
terms of their zero-pitch angle (gyrationlessl
energy as it 4vould appear to a detectrr stationary
in the earth frame and pointing ir.zo the direction
from which the net return proton faux comes. The
energy Er is proportional to Vr, so from Figure 1,
Er
 = (pz + 1 - 2 p cos BX8)E5W• The range of Er's
noted below p at the tap of each arc section in
Figure 2 corresponds ko the range of angles BXB
(inserts) that yield foreshock boundaries of angle
BXF tangent to the shock within the sector.
t pd 2.3
pa 1. &5	 b. 8•B.2 LSW
p- 1.85	
p`t.b	 j3.2^4,4 ESu
i.i - z_2 esy	 .
i.3-,.9::5u-	
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Fig. 2. Aattet.n of return particle guiding-
cen;er energy ranges for protons at the leading
edge of the foreshock in five shock sectors de-
termined by orientation of ssw in the ecliptic
4lhat the picture tells us is that far Bsw in
the indicated direction ranges B XB , the foreshock
wave boundary will lie in the corresponding sector
radiating from the corresponding shack segmenC.
Associated with the wave boundary in a given sec-
tor will tie return protons of velocity VI^ (ar Vr)
and energy E appropriate to the same segment.
plane. The directions of Bsw (arrows) and ranges
of BXB which place the foreshock boundary in the
various sectors are shown in the small insert
frames. The pairs of numbers at the top of each
sector glue the average p over the sector (upper
number) and the corresponding range of return
energy Er (lower number).
i)iscussian
The actual pattern of return particles +sill be
somewhat different from the idealized one above,
because foreshock boundary-protons will be neither
unidirectional nor monoenergetic. There are four
contributors to the spread in energies to be ex°
petted of ions touring from each segment. First,
there aught to be the real pitch angle distribu-
tion of protons, and of course not all solar wind
protons arrive at the shock with precisely the
bulk velocity Vsw because of their thermal distri-
bution.
Second, there may be a spectrum of p's associ-
ated wiCh a given paint of the shack even though
only the ones found by piodato et al. generate the
waves.
Third, there is presumably a continuum of
changing p values around the shock in three dimen-
sions rather than averages aver discrete zones in
one plane as depicted. Time-changes In the non-
ecliptic Z-component of Bsw and in the solar wind
velocity direction, which aberrates the shack axis
of symmetry, would tend to produce a mixture of
particle energies in any given backstream direc-
tion over almost any finite time interval. Also,
there is no reason developed yet that compels the
dominant p to be rigidly constant in kime at a
given paint of the shack; local shock properties
may affect the it+stantaneous value of p at any
paint.
Fourth, it seems likely that while the return
protons coming from around the tangent point of
the wave boundary at the shock have energies de-
termined by the average p-relationsh[p, protons
coming from behind the foreshock boundary else-
where on the quasi-parallel portion of the shack
may be released upstream with higher guiding cen-
ter velocities, thus intersecting the boundary at
varying distances from the shock. A hypothetical
intersection of return particles from three
points of the shock is illustrated in Figure 3.
With the field at angle 9 Xg so that the foreshock
wave boundary is determined by p = 1.6 near the
subsolar point, the figure postulate, a property
of the quasi°parallel shock in which p rises with
decreasing I3^ B to a sharp maximum when 9nB = 0
(corresponding to parallel shock structure), fo-
cusing beams of particle guiding centers vn cis-
iunar observation point 0. The actual dependence
of return particle energies on position of release
along the shock or, more precisely, on $n B , for a
given B XB , is skill unmeasured, but it is known
that 31) to ]00 keV protons reach the moon`s dis-
tance at about the same position as does the ave-
rage foreshock boundary far 9 Xg z 45° (Lin et al.,
197 1+]. The dashed lines continuing outward from
0 in Figure 3 call attention to the possibly com-
plex pattern of the position-dependent particle
population that may form the upstream signature
far a given eXB'
For any B XB , protons taming from the shack
along the fareshock boundary and responsible for
the long-period fareshock waves should be dis-
tinguishable from most others by their average
direction of arrival. The important information
In Figure 2 therefore is the trend in foreshock
proton guiding-center energies ttsat can be ex-
petted for different positions of the wave bound-
ary, from the viewpoint of a suitably-oriented
detector. The anticipated trend includes a dip
to minimal energies in the early to midmorning
region of the foreshock and rather high energies
near the western flank. The dip corresponds to
the most probable interplanetary field orients-
-	 tions; the higher energies at the flank should be
relatively unusual, since the responsible field
directions are uncommon.
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical example of a passible cis-
lunar convergence of return protons of mixed
energies. for a fixed pSW (in the ecliptic] the
local value of p, indicated at three locations
along the inside of the shack, could increase
dramatically with the local approar.h to parallel
structure, i.e., B54! parallel to the local normal
n. Fast protons with p = 10 could arrive from
the flank at the same observation point E] as
slower protons with p = 1.6 arrive from the sub-
solar region.
We may hope eventually to interpret an observed
lr in terms of the corresponding proton beam's
original characteristics. However, no Vr is pro-
duced uniquely by a single combination of parallel
and perpendicular return particle velocities, so
there is an intrinsic ambiguity in relating mea-
surements of 6'r to the energy and angle distribu-
tian of particles emitted at the shock. A full
characterization of foreshock particle and wave
properties, including interc^ctians with the in-
coming solar wind will th+.rerore be a complicated
undertaking. Until at least an initial experi-
mental survey is completed, it appears unpromis-
ing to attempt a full°scale description of all
the observational-results that could be inferred
r.
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from a continuum of assumed pitch angles and pro-
duction parameters. An appreciation of some com^
plexities associated with the latter can be ob-
tained from an elementary study of the proton
escape problem [ Greenstadk, 1975.
Conclusion
There is an idealized pattern of directions
and energies of return proton guiding-centers
traveling outward from the bow shock that can be
inferred _from the foreshock wave boundary results
of i)iodato et al. (1976). Suitably oriented	 "'^
satellite proton detectors should be able to test
the association between upstream waves and back-
streaming particles and the apparent p-dependence
along the shock by seeking the expected pattern
statistEcally. The results of such a test should
serve as a guide to investigation of the more
complex actual morphology of fareshock particles
and ultimately to analysis of wave-particle inter-
actions upstream and to return particle production
and emission processes in the quasi-parallel
shack.
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